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Abstract— Energy efficiency is a measure of performance in
wireless networks. Therefore, controlling the transmitter power
at a given node increases not only the operating life of the battery
but also the overall system capacity by successfully admitting new
nodes between a source and a destination. It is essential to find
effective means of power control of point-to-point, broadcasting
and multicasting scenarios. In past work [9], we presented a new
scheme State Space-based Control Design (SSCD) using both
the state space and optimal control methodology in discrete-time
for power control in wireless systems. Further, we proved the
convergence of the overall network with our algorithm using
Lyapunov stability analysis. We made a comparison with a well
known Distributed Power control (DPC) scheme in [3,4]. Here
we present simulation results and comparisons for point-to-point
communication with random node placement. We also combined
the schemes SSCD and DPC with a tree based broadcast
algorithm BIP to obtain broadcast tree in ad-hoc networks with
power control. We show the effectiveness of the new algorithm
through simulations.
Key words and Phases: Energy efficiency, Wireless Network,
Distributed Power Control.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In any wireless multiple-access system, the need for power
control is evident. The problems of broadcast access in allwireless networks are being currently studied. Several articles
study point-to-point and multicast/broadcast communication
for example see [1], [2] ,[3] ,[4] ,[5],[10] ,[11] ,[12]. In [9] we
considered the problem of deriving a new distributed power
control scheme (SSCD) using state space and optimal control
in discrete time. We proved the convergence of the overall
network and compared the effectiveness of our method to
the DPC method [3] , [4] for uniformly placed nodes. Here
we implement DPC and SSCD and make comparisons for
randomly placed nodes. The wireless networking environment
presents formidable challenges to the above study. Among the
most difficult issues related to mobile wireless applications
is that of operation in limited-energy environments. In this
paper we propose to use distributed power control scheme
with one of the main Quality of Service feature that considers
’SIR’ for the addition of each node in broadcast tree method.
The schemes developed in [1], [9] address the issues of
transmitter power levels (and hence network connectivity), and
the formation of a link (routing). This approach relies on the
’node-based’ nature of wireless communication.
WCNC 2004 / IEEE Communications Society

To assess each complex trade-off separately, we assume the
following:
• No mobility.
• The availability of a large number of bandwidth resources. (So that contention for channel is not an issue)
• Sufficient transceiver resources are available at each node.
(So calls are never blocked)
• The channel conditions are unchanged.
Under these assumptions we focus on the determination
of minimum-energy broadcast tree construction taking into
consideration the SIR. In the following sections we study the
Wireless communication model (Section 2), Power control approaches (Section 3), Minimum energy broadcast tree (Section
4), Broadcast incremental power (BIP) with SIR (Section 5),
Simulations (Section 6) and conclusions (Section 7).
II. A W IRELESS C OMMUNICATIONS M ODEL
In wireless networks it is possible to establish a node
between any pair of nodes, provided that each has a transceiver
available for this purpose and that the SIR at the receiver
node is sufficiently high, (i.e above the required threshold).
The nodes in the wireless networks are determined depending
on factors such as distance between nodes, transmitter power,
error-control schemes, other-user interference, and background
noise. Furthermore, in wireless networks no distinction can be
made between up-node and down-node traffic. This complicates the interference environment.
The connectivity of the network depends on the transmission
power and the interference at the receiver node. Assuming that
each node can set its own power level, which is not to exceed
a maximum value Pmax . We assume that the receiver signal
power varies as r−α , where r is the range and α is a parameter
that typically takes on a value between 2 and 4 depending on
the characteristics of the communication medium.
III. P OWER C ONTROL A PPROACHES
Our goal is to maintain a required SIR threshold for each
network node while the transmitter power is adjusted so that
the least possible energy is consumed. Suppose there are
n nodes in the network. Let Gij be the power loss(gain)
from the transmitter of the ith node to the receiver of the
jth node. It involves the free space loss, multi-path fading,
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j

shadowing, and other radio wave propagation effects, as well
as the spreading/processing gain of CDMA transmissions [7].
The power attenuation is taken to follow the inverse fourth
power law
Gii =

g
α ,
rij

P ij
i

(1)

Pik

Calculation of SIR Ri at ith node, [3]
Gii ∗ Pi
,
Ri =
(Σj=i Gij ∗ Pj + ηi )

Fig. 1.

The above condition is used to minimize the transmitter
power but it is not mandatory. If the equation (3) fails (i.e
Ri < γ) then the transmitter power of the transmitter has to be
updated using equation (4). Therefore each node independently
increases its power when its current SIR is below its target γ,
and decreases it otherwise. The associated power update can
be obtained from [4] as
(4)

where k = (1, 2, 3, ..) (see [3] - [5]). If Pi (k + 1) > Pmax ,
the new node is not added. If the power slips under the
minimum threshold power Pi (k + 1) < Pmin (the minimum
power needed to form a link), then we keep Pi (k+1) = Pmin .
SIR protection of an active node
=>
For any active node i, that we have Ri (k) ≥ γ
Ri (k + 1) ≥ γ. This implies that a new node is added if
and only if the new state of the system is stable, i.e. none
of the existing nodes are broken. The final state contains all
the feasible nodes added out of n nodes maintaining a stable
state. Though the work of [4] can be expressed in the above
algorithm, but there is strong evidence that the power update
can cause convergence problems. We proposed a state space
scheme for updating the transmitter power [9] which addresses
the limitations of DPC.
B. State Space-based Control Design (SSCD):
Using state space theory [8] our goal is to maintain a
required SIR threshold for each network node while the
transmitter power is adjusted so that the least possible energy
is consumed. Using (2) the SIR denoted here as, Ri , at the
(k + 1)th iteration can be written as
WCNC 2004 / IEEE Communications Society

(5)

where by definition Ri = Pi /Ii , and interference Ii (k) =
G
i
(Σnj=i Pj ∗ Gij
+ Gηii
), with n is the number of active nodes. The
ii
vi in each system should only depend on the total interference
produced by the other users. To maintain the SIR of each node
above a desired target its new power is computed as follows,
Pi (k + 1) = Ri (k + 1) Ii (k).

(6)

Using this new transmitter power, the SIR’s are calculated
and checked till the stable state of all the nodes is achieved.

A. Distributed Power Control(DPC):

γ Pi (k)
Ri (k)

Ri (k + l) = Ri (k) + vi (k) ,

(3)

for every i = 1, 2, 3, .., n.

Pi (k + 1) =

The ”wireless broadcast advantage.” Pi,(j,k) = max{Pij , Pik }

(2)

where i, j  {1, 2, 3, ..., n}, Pi is the ith node’s transmitter
power and ηi > 0 is the thermal noise at its receiver node.
For each node i there is a lower SIR threshold γ. We take
the threshold to be the same as γ for all nodes, reflecting
a certain QoS the node has to maintain in order to operate
properly. Therefore, we require
Ri ≥ γ

k

IV. M INIMUM E NERGY B ROADCAST T REE
The Broadcast Incremental power algorithm (BIP) in [1]
determines the minimum- power tree routed at the source node,
that reaches all the other nodes in the network. For wireless
networks, this is a difficult problem for which no scalable
solutions appear to be available. Therefore, this heuristic based
algorithm is explained in [1]. This is a node-based (rather than
link-based) approach because it enables to exploit the wireless
multicast advantage.
Wireless broadcast advantage
Pij =power needed for link between Node i and Node j
= rα
where r is the distance between node Node i and Node j.
An example of broadcasting to 2 destination nodes which
includes wireless broadcast advantage is shown here. In this
simple example, there are two alternative strategies:
1. S transmits using Ps2 : both D1 and D2 anre reached.
2. S transmits using Ps1 : only D1 is reached.
D1 then transmits to D2 with power P12 , resulting in a
total power of Ps1 + P12 .
Here, source-initiated, circuit-switched, broadcast sessions
have been considered. The network consists of N nodes,
randomly distributed over a specific region. Any node is
permitted to initiate broadcast sessions. Each broadcast group
consists of a source node. Some of the nodes may act as
relays also, either to provide connectivity to all members of
the broadcast group or to reduce overall energy consumption
or both. These set of nodes that support a broadcast session
(the source node, all other nodes with in the range) is referred
to as a broadcast tree.
The connectivity of the network depends on the transmission
power. Assuming that each node can choose its own power
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Broadcasting to two destinations

level, which is not to exceed a maximum value Pmax . We
assume that the receiving signal power varies as r−α , where
r is the range and α is a parameter that typically takes on a
value between 2 and 4 depending on the characteristics of the
communication medium. Based on this model the transmitting
power required to support a link between two nodes, separated
by range r, is proportional to rα .
The Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) Algorithm presented in [1] (based on Prim’s minimum spanning tree algorithm) [9] is determined to get the minimum-energy tree being
routed at the source node that reaches all the other nodes in
the network. This algorithm exploits the wireless broadcast
advantage in the construction of the broadcast tree, but the
QoS issues are not considered in [1]. Here we included one
of the main QoS issue i.e. SIR at the receiving nodes and
present the following algorithm.
V. B ROADCAST I NCREMENTAL P OWER (BIP) WITH SIR
We next present the distributed algorithm [9] for constructing a broadcast tree with power control. We denote the local
source node by SN.
Algorithm:
1. Each SN receives the position (i.e. coordinates of each
node) of a subset of the nodes to be directly linked to
it.
2. SN starts the broadcast tree formation according to the
BIP algorithm in [9]. Before adding a new link to the
tree:
a. Each future receiver node calculates the SIR and
checks against its threshold.
b. The new SIR will be sent to SN.
c. SN checks the SIR, if any of the conditions (2) or
(3) is not satisfied then the new transmitting powers
are calculated according to the equations (4) and(5)
respectively.
4. If any new nodes are still unlinked then, Go to step 1.
Else tree construction is complete.
The final tree is the minimum-Energy broadcast tree, for the
given set of N nodes.
WCNC 2004 / IEEE Communications Society

The setup for the simulation experiments to investigate
DPC schemes developed in [4] and our SSCD is as follows.
The network region is assumed to span a square region of
side 500 units. All receiving nodes have the same SIR target
γ = 5dBm. The normalized noise floor ηi /g from equation
(2) is taken to be the same for all receivers and equal to
3.973e−17 . The initial power value for each node is assigned
as P0 = −20dBm. We have an upper limit on the power of
each transmitter i.e. Pmax = 20dBm. When the transmitter
power of an active node is in danger of exceeding Pmax , while
a new inactive node is being admitted, the new node is not
added to the system. A new node is added only if it maintains
the system’s stable state even after its addition. The SIR’s of
all the active nodes are maintained just above the target γ.
Point to point simultaneous links In the first scenario, we
consider 10 point to point links Figure 3 (with a transmitter
and a receiver) which are placed randomly. In order to generate
a spatially uniform statistical mixture of links, each one is
randomly constructed as follows. For every new link, the link
transmitter is uniformly placed in the given square region.
The link receiver is placed isotropically around its transmitter
(given a reference direction, the link angle is distributed in
[0, 2π) uniformly) and at a random distance from it. In this
scenario, we can see that the speed of convergence is faster for
SSCD approach in comparison with the DPC approach Figure
4 and 5. In the above run the DPC scheme took more than 35
iterations where as SSCD took less than 35 iterations Figures
4 and 5. One more observation here is, that the fluctuation of
SIR’s in DPC is more and it often goes below the threshold
(γ = 5.0). In SSCD its minimal. From this we can say that
the active links are protected better in SSCD than in the DPC
scheme. In terms of system capacity, the SSCD scheme admits
more new links than DPC scheme. This clearly shows the
superiority of SSCD scheme over the DPC scheme. Also, the
total energy of the system is more for SSCD when compared
to DPC [4]. This can be explained as a tradeoff between the
total energy consumed and the speed of convergence.
Broadcasting In this scenario, a broadcast tree is constructed based on the above algorithm. Shown here Figure
6 is a scenario with 10 nodes randomly placed and node 2
as the source node. The above algorithm is simulated with
both the DPC and SSCD approachs. The SIR’s of each node
are plotted while the tree was forming. Figure 7 shows the
DPC approach while Figure 8 shows the SSCD approach. The
final tree consumes minimum energy and is stable until a new
node arrives. From the figures we can see that DPC converges
faster than SSCD approach while the total energy consumed
by SSCD approach is less than DPC approach.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an energy efficient power control
scheme for broadcast in wireless networks. We implemented
two existing Distributed Power Control schemes (SSCD and
DPC). At first, we compare them for randomly placed nodes
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for point to point communication. Then we include these
two schemes as part of the new algorithm for broadcast
communication. We run simulations to study the feasibility
of the new broadcast algorithm and compared the control
schemes as part of this algorithm.

Fig. 4.
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